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ABSTRACT

Objective To estimate the reported incidence of occupational hypersensitivity pneumonitis (OHP) in the UK and to consider whether the pattern of attributed causation has changed over time.

Methods All cases of OHP reported to the SWORD scheme between January 1996 and December 2015 were classified into 1 of 10 categories of the suspected agent. Cases were grouped into four 5-year time periods to examine any changing pattern in incidence or suspected causation. For each time period, the annual incidence was calculated using the estimated number of reported cases and the working population of the UK.

Results Between 1996 and 2015, there were 202 actual cases of OHP reported to SWORD, equating to an estimated 818 cases, when adjusting for the sampling ratio. Over this period, the annual UK incidence was 1.4 per million workers. The mean (SD) age of reported cases was 52 (13) years, and cases were four-times more likely to be men than women. Over the study period, there was a fall in the proportion of cases reported to be due to agricultural exposures (44–12%), and an increase in cases due to metalworking fluids (MWFs, 2–45%).

Conclusions Over the last 20 years, the incidence of OHP in the UK has been ~1–2 cases per million workers per year. Working with water-based MWFs is now the most commonly suspected causative exposure for OHP cases reported to the SWORD scheme in the UK.

INTRODUCTION

Hypersensitivity pneumonitis (HP), also known as extrinsic allergic alveolitis, is a common form of interstitial lung disease,¹ most commonly caused by domestic or workplace exposures.² There is clear evidence that prognosis can be improved in HP if a cause can be identified, and further exposure avoided.³ Understanding the common sources of workplace exposure is therefore important to encourage earlier recommendations of antigen avoidance by clinicians managing this condition in patients of working age. National reporting schemes offer valuable data to assist in this. The aim of this study was to explore the most commonly suspected causes of occupational hypersensitivity pneumonitis (OHP) reported to the UK SWORD surveillance scheme⁴ and to consider whether these had changed over time.

METHODS

All cases of OHP reported to the SWORD scheme⁴ between January 1996 and December 2015 were classified into 1 of 10 categories by the suspected causative agent. Cases were grouped into four 5-year time periods to examine any changing pattern in incidence or suspected causation. For each time period, the estimated annual incidence was calculated using the estimated number of reported cases and the working population of the UK.

RESULTS

Between 1996 and 2015, there were 202 actual cases of OHP reported to SWORD, equating to an estimated 818 cases (allowing for differences in the reporting frequency of ‘core’ and ‘sample’ reporters).⁵ Over this period, the annual UK incidence was 1.4 per million workers (1.5 per million for each of the first three 5-year time periods, and 1.2 per million for 2011–2015). Reported cases were consistently more likely to be men than women with an overall ratio of 4:1, with 73–86% of cases being men in each 5-year time period. The
mean (SD) age of reported cases was 52 (13) years, which was not significantly different for men and women (52 vs 49 years, \( p=0.14 \)). Eighty-three per cent of reported cases were over the age of 40, and 20 of these were over the age of 65 (two-thirds of these were farmers).

During the period studied, the commonest suspected causes of OHP in the UK were exposures to metalworking fluids (MWFs, 35%), farming (17%) and birds (11%). A wide range of occupations were reported to have been associated with OHP due to avian exposures, most commonly related to poultry farming and domestic bird breeding. Less commonly reported causes included contact with birds in pet shops, veterinary practices and bird sanctuaries. Twelve per cent of cases were attributed to other agents, and in 5% of cases respiratory physicians were not able to identify the likely cause. The suspected causes of OHP between 1996 and 2015 per 5-year period are shown in figure 1.

**DISCUSSION**

This study has demonstrated that over the last 20 years, the overall incidence of OHP in the UK has been \( \sim 1-2 \) cases per million workers per year. Over this time period, reported cases were four times more likely to be men than women. In terms of suspected causes, the proportion due to bird handling has remained relatively stable, whereas there has been a fall in reported cases due to agricultural exposures. In marked contrast, the number of cases due to water-based MWFs has risen dramatically, and this exposure is now the most commonly reported cause.

The limitations of estimating the incidence of work-related respiratory disease from the SWORD data, examining trends in incidence and comparing this with data from other national reporting schemes have been discussed in detail elsewhere. These relate to the potential underestimation of incidence rates as not all chest physicians participate in the SWORD scheme, the potential for reporter fatigue over time and differences in the design of national reporting schemes. The data used in this study are based on voluntary reporting, and the SWORD scheme does not record information as to how the diagnosis was confirmed or how the suspected agent was identified. The true incidence of OHP is unknown, but it is likely to vary between countries with different climates, types of industry, smoking prevalence and genetic factors. This study estimated the clinically reported UK incidence of OHP to be \( \sim 1-2 \) per million workers, which is lower than the 8 per million workers of OHP between 1996 and 2015 per 5-year period are shown.

Of note, incidence data from primary care (1991–2003) and mortality data from the ONS (1968–2008) for all cause HP in the UK have not noted a significant fall. The annual incidence of all cause HP for the UK population has been estimated to be \( \sim 9 \) cases per million, which is clearly higher than our estimate for OHP. It is not possible to ascertain how much of the total HP burden is occupational however, as the degree of under-reporting of OHP is not known, and all cause HP includes the working and non-working population. This difference is however in keeping with published case series of all cause HP, where significant proportions related to domestic bird exposures.

Over the period studied, the average age of reported cases of OHP in the UK was 52, which is similar to the 57-year-old mean reported for incident cases of all cause HP in the Czech Republic, respectively. It is not possible to tell from the SWORD data why OHP most commonly affects workers in this age group, although possible contributing factors include long disease latency, delays in diagnosis, smoking cessation and temporal changes in workplace exposures, roles or health surveillance. Very little is known about the latent period in OHP, with the limited available Czech data suggesting that it varies widely in individuals, ranging between 0.2 and 40 years (median 12.5 years).

OHP in the UK more commonly affects men than women, with about 80% of reported cases being men. This is in contrast...
to the findings of a UK primary care study of all cause HP, which found an equal gender ratio. This male predominance is higher than that has been reported in other countries and is likely to reflect the demographics of the ‘at risk’ occupational groups. For example, data from 2008 recorded that 84% of farmers and 89% of metalworking machine operatives in the UK were men. Historically, the main occupations at risk of HP in the UK have been agricultural workers and bird handlers. Over the last 20 years, there has been a change in causation however, with an overall reduction in cases from agricultural exposures, particularly for mushroom workers. Possible explanations for this relate to improvements in working practices and an overall reduction in numbers of UK workers in these trades. In contrast to this fall, there has been a dramatic emergence of MWF-HP from a single case reported in the 1996–2000 time period to this fall, there has been a dramatic emergence of MWF-HP, an increased number of cases found during outbreak investigations and an increase from the SWORD data, possible explanations include the increased use of water-soluble MWF, an increased number of cases found during outbreak investigations and an increased awareness among reporting clinicians. This temporal change in proportionate causation from the agricultural to metalworking sectors has not been noted in other European reporting schemes. The majority of reported cases of MWF-HP have occurred in workers manufacturing components for cars and airplanes, as time-limited clusters of disease. OHP may present in a number of ways, and clinicians should have a high index of suspicion not only when seeing symptomatic workers employed in these sectors, but also in any case of HP in a patient of working age where a detailed occupational and environmental history is warranted. Recognising OHP is important for an individual patient, but also has implications for other exposed coworkers, especially as outbreaks of disease have been reported.

Finally, in a small proportion of cases of OHP (overall 6%), respiratory clinicians were not able to identify a suspected cause in the workplace. This stayed relatively stable over the study period and is in keeping with the 3% figure reported from the Czech Republic. Continuing data collection through reporting schemes such as SWORD is important to help track temporal trends in incidence, to determine circumstances of exposure associated with a significant risk as well as to raise awareness of potential new causal agents. In summary, this study has demonstrated that over the last 20 years, there has been a marked change in the causation of OHP in the UK, with MWF now being the most commonly suspected aetiological agent.
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